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THE UPPER ENVELOPE OF INVARIANT FUNCTIONALS
MAJORIZED BY AN INVARIANT WEIGHT

A. V A N DAELE

Let A be a C *-algebra, G a group of *-automorphisms
of A and φ a G-invariant weight. Assume that φ takes finite
values on a dense subset of A+. It is shown that there is a
largest element among the G-invariant weights f0 majorized
by φ and weakly adherent to the set of G-invariant continuous
positive linear functionals majorized by ψ0. Moreover this
weight majorizes every G-invariant continuous positive linear
functional majorized by φ. If .A is a von Neumann algebra
it is sufficient to assume that ψ takes finite values on a σ
weakly dense subset of A+ to get a similar result for normal
functionals. Further characterisations of this weight are
given in terms of the representation associated with φ. This
relation is then used to prove that if φ is lower semi-
continuous, the existence of G-invariant continuous positive
linear functionals majorized by φ is equivalent to the
existence of fixed points in the associated Hubert space βίf
and representation of G in g$f.

Finally two examples are discussed.

I* Introduction and notations* Recently a great deal of in-
formation has been obtained about states on a C*~algebra A, in-
variant under a group G of ^-automorphisms. Unfortunately the set
of invariant states on A can be very small, in some cases it may be
empty. So one may ask for the existence of G-invariant linear func-
tionals on A which are eventually unbounded. The concept of
unbounded linear functionals has been introduced in [1] and [8]. In
this paper we will be concerned with weights as defined in [1]
which are invariant under a group of *-automorphisms. The theory
of G-invariant weights must make it possible to give an unified treat-
ment of the theory of G-invariant states and the theory of traces.
Indeed a state is a special case of a weight and a trace is a weight
invariant under the group of inner automorphisms. In this paper we
will show that the study of invariant weights can essentially be
devided in two parts. The first of them being related to the theory
of invariant states, the second being more similar to that of traces.

This fact will be discussed in § 2 where we construct to some
G-invariant weights φ an other G-invariant weight ψ0 with the pro-
perty that i/r0 is the largest weight majorized by ψ which is the
upper envelope of G-invariant continuous positive linear functionals.
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In § 3 we will construct a G-invariant projection map of the set
J^ of continuous positive linear functionals majorized by φ onto the
set ^ of G-invariant elements in ^ 7 This mapping will be used in
§ 4 where we give more properties of the weight ψQ constructed in
§ 2. Among others we will give a necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of G-invariant continuous positive linear functionals
majorized by φ if the latter is lower semi-continuous. Finally in the
last section we discuss two examples.

We recall some notions and results as they can be found in [1].
A weight on a C*-algebra is a function φ defined on A+ with values
in [0, c>o] satisfying the following conditions:

( i ) <p(χ + y) = φ(χ) + φ(y) for all x, y 6 A+

(ii) φ(\x) = Xφ(x) for all real numbers λ > 0 and x e A+

(we agree that O oo = 0).

The set of elements xe A such that φ(x*x) < co is a left ideal
31 in A and the set of elements xe A+ with φ(x) < oo is the positive
part 2K+ of the subalgebra 3K defined as 9̂ *9̂ . The norm closures
31 and 2JΪ of respectively 31 and 3K satisfy the relation

m = 31*31 = 31 n 9ί*.

The subalgebra 2R is spanned by its positive part and the restriction
of φ to 2K+ can be extended to a linear form on 2K, still denoted by
φ. With φ is associated a Hubert space £(?, a representation π of
A and a mapping A of 31 into ^f such that

( i ) Λ31 in dense in ^f
(ii) φ(x*y) = 0%, Λ#) for all x, ye3l
(iii) π(x)Λy = Λxy for a e i and ?/ e sJί.

Throughout the paper we will be concerned with a fixed weight φ
so that it is unnecessary to write 3lψ, 3K9 etc.; if we are given also
another weight ψ we will write Tcψ, Wlψ, for the objects associated
with φ.

I would like to express my thanks to Prof. E. St^rmer for his
kind hospitality at the Mathematical Institute of the University of
Oslo and for fruitful discussions. I am also indebted to Dr. N. H.
Peterson for helpful comments and to Dr. F. Combes for discussions
concerning the subject treated in this paper.

2* The upper envelope of invariant functionals majorized by
an invariant weight* Let A be a C*-algebra and G a group of
*-automorphisms of A. Fix a weight φ on A and assume that it
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is G-invariant i.e., φ(g(x)) = <p(x) for all xe A+ and geG. As might
be expected there is a unitary representation of G in Sίf that
implements the automorphisms. The following lemma is more or less
known (see [2] Lemma 4.7).

LEMMA 2.1. Let φ he a G-invariant weight on A. Then 2ft and
9ΐ are G-invariant and there exists a unitary representation {Ug} of
G in ^f such that

( i ) UgΛx = Λg(x) for xe3l and geG
(ii) Ugπ(v) U~ι = π(g(y)) for ye A and geG.

Proof. The invariance of 9Ϊ and 2ft follows trivially from the
invariance of φ. From || Ag(x) ||2 = φ(g(x)*g(x)) = φ(x*x) = || Ax ||2 it
follows that the mapping Λx—+Λg(x) is well defined, continuous and
can be extended to an isometry Ug of Sίf. Clearly Ug^Ug = I so
that Ug is unitary. It follows from a trivial calculation that {Ug} is
a representation of G and that the relations (i) and (ii) hold.

Definitions and notations 2*2* For any weight ψ on a C*-
algebra A we will denote by ^ the family of continuous positive
linear functionals majorized by φ, i.e., f(z) < φ{z) for all zeA+ and
feά?". By _%" we denote the set of operators Seπ(A)' such that
there is a positive real number λ such that ||j&iaj|| < λ || x \\ for all
x e 5Ji. If moreover φ is G-invariant we denote by _ ^ and 3tl re-
spectively the G-invariant elements in ^ and <f%Γ. This makes
sense if we let G act on JF" and J^" in the natural way.

From the work of Combes [1] we may expect that j^~ and 3ίΓi
respectively ^ and 3ίΓ., will be related to each other. We will
clarify this relation without any restriction for the weight φ. Doing
so we will be able to treat very general cases. The sets ^ -%7 -̂ o>
and J>^ and the relations we are going to prove in the next lemmas
will be extensively used throughout the paper.

LEMMA 2.3. 5ίί is a G-invariant left ideal in π(A)'. For any
Se3ίΓ there is a unique vector a in the closure of π($l*)3ίf such
that SΛx = π(x)a for all xe%l.

Proof. Take S, SuS2e^T, Te π(A)' and xe 31. The relations

IKS, + S2)Λx\\ < \\SJx\\ + \\S2Λx\\

and

|| TSΛx\\ < || Γ| | ||S^aj||

show that X i s a left ideal. The relations \\lJ-ιSUgΛx\\ =
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and | |#(x) | | = ||a?|| for geG show that Sf is invariant. Assume
|| SΛx || ^ || x ||. Let {uλ} be an approximate left identity in 5X2: so that
lim xuλ — x for all x e 3Ϊ and therefore lim π(x)SΛuλ = lim SΛα;^ = SΛx
because SeS?~. Let p = Σ?=i ^W*Ύi be an arbitrary element in
π'ySk*)^. Prom the relation

Σ (7<f SΛte<) - lim Σ (7*, SΛa^) = lim (p,

if follows that ω(p) = Σ?=i CΛ , &ία?i) defines a linear functional ω on
Moreover

ω(p) I = lim I (p, S ^ ) | < lim || p \\ \\ SΛuλ \\<\\p

so that o) is continuous, can be extended to πί$l*)3$f and that
there exists a unique aeπ($l*)£έ? such that <o(p) = (p, a). This
means (7, SΛx) = (π(α;*)7, α) for all E 6 31 and 7 e ^ ^ so that SΛx =
π(x)a for all x e 31.

LEMMA 2.4. _5^ is α ϊe/ί irfβαί in the fixed point algebra of π(A)\
For any S e SΓ0 there is a unique G-invariant vector a e π($l*)3ίf
such that SΛx = π(x)a for all x e 3Ϊ.

Proof. The first statement follows trivially from Lemma 2.3.
By this lemma we have also the existence of a in π(ίfl*)<%? such
that SΛx = π(x)a. As Se ^%l it is G-invariant and

SΛx - UgSUiιΛx = UgSΛg-\x)

= Ugπ{g~ι(x))a = π(x) Uga

by the use of Lemma 2.1. By invariance of 31 we have that also

Uga 6 7r(3£*)^ and by uniqueness that Uga = a. This completes the
proof.

REMARK 2.5. In the previous lemmas we gave a first character-
isation of 3ίΓ and J ^ , in the next we will show the relation between
3Γ and ^ respectively J?^ and ^ . But first remark that J ^ = τr(A)f

implies that Ie^Γ~ and so Λx — π(x)a for some ae 3ίf so that

) = (π(x*x)a, a) for all x e 3i .

It follows that <p coincides on 3K+ with a continuous positive linear
functional. Conversely this property would imply that

φ{x*x) = | |Λα>||2^λ||α;| |2

for some λ > 0 so that I^3Γ and π{A)' = 3Γ.
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LEMMA 2.6. For any fej?" there is a unique SeSΓ such that
0 < S < 1 and f(x*x) = \\SΛx\\2 for all xe%l. Conversely for any

such that \\S\\ < 1 there is a fej^ such that

f(x*x) = \\SΛx\\2 for all xe

Similarly for j^l and

Proof. We prove the lemma for ^l and 3£l. Let fe^l then
by ([1], Lemma 2.3) there is a Tfeπ{A)' such that 0 < Tf < 1 and
f(x*x) = (TfΛx, Λx). Define S = T}12 then 0 < S < 1 and || SΛx ||2 -
f(x*x)< 11/ II \\x ||2 so that Se^T.

If Sf is another element in π(A)f such that 0 < S' < 1 and
f(x*x) = \\S'Λx\\* then \\SΛx\\2 - ||SMα;||2 so that S2 = S'2 and by
uniqueness of the square root that S — S'. It then follows from the
invariance of / that £ is also G-invariant so that S e St~0. Conversely
let Se SΓ0 such that | | S | | g 1. By Lemma 2.4 there is a G-invariant
a e £ίf such that SΛx — π(x)a. A trivial calculation shows that /
defined by f(z) = (π(z)a, a) for z e A is in ̂ l and satisfies the required
relation.

We will proceed in the same way as in the proof of Proposition
13.11 of [10] in order to construct a largest G-invariant weight ψ0

majorized by φ and with the property that it is the upper envelope
of G-invariant continuous positive linear functionals. Therefore we
will need a property of ^ called "ε-filtrating" by Combes [1]. The
following result can be found in ([4], Lemma 3.1) and is due to
Dixmier. For sake of completeness we write down the short proof
given there.

LEMMA 2.7. Let N be a left ideal in a von Neumann algebra
M. For any two elements Slf S2 in the unit ball of N and ε > 0
there is a Se N such that

(1 - ε) SfSi < S*S < 1 for ί = 1,2.

Proof. Put

Ti = (l- ε) (1 - (1 - ε) SfS^SfSi for i = 1, 2

T = Tx + T2

s = (l + Ty^T11*

We will show that S is the desired element. First a trivial calcula-
tion shows that (1 - e)Si*Si = 1 - (1 + T,yι and S*S - 1 - (1 4- T)~λ
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so that (1 - ε)S?Si ^ S*S ^ 1. Clearly T^N^N since N is a left
ideal, so TeN*N and by ([2], Lemma 4.11) Tll2eN and therefore
also S e JV.

We can now prove our first main result.

THEOREM 2.8. Let A be a C*-algebra, G a group of *-automorphisms
of A and φ a G-invariant weight on A+ such that M is norm dense
in A. There exists a largest G-invariant weight ψQ majorized by
φ such that ψ0 is the upper envelope of a family of G-invariant
continuous positive linear functionals on A. Moreover ψ0 majorizes
every G-invariant continuous positive linear functional majorized by

Proof. Define the function ψ0 on A+ by

ψo(x) = sup {/(&),/

It follows directly from the definition that τ/ro(λ#) = XψQ(x) for all real
λ > 0 and that ψo(#i + #2) < ψo(%d + ψofa) for all xlf x2 e A+. We
claim that also ψo(%ι + 82) > Ψo{^ι) + ψoi^) so that ψ0 is a weight on
A+.

Suppose first that ψo{x^ = co, then for every integer n there is
a / G J^ such that f(Xί) > n and so ψo(%ι + 2̂) ^ ffai + #2) > ^ We
get ψo{x1 + a?2) = °° So we may suppose that ^0(#i) and ^0(α;2) are
finite. For any ε > 0 we find fu f2 £ ̂  such that ψo(%i) - ε < /*(#<)
for i = 1, 2. By Lemma 2.6 there exist operators Si in J ^ such that
0 < Si < 1 and Λ(?/*2/) = || SiΛy \\ for all y e 31. By Lemma 2.4 J^ς is
a left ideal in the fixed point algebra of π{A)' so we can apply
Lemma 2.7 to get an SeST0 such that (1 - ε)Sf S, < S*S < 1.
Again by Lemma 2.6 we find fe^l such that f(y*y) = \\SΛy\\2 for
all ye SSI. It follows that (1 - e)fi(y*y) < f(y*y) and by continuity
of fi and / and the density of Tt that

(1 - ε) (ψo(Xi) - ε) < (1 - e)fi(Xi) < f(xt) .

Summing up we get

(1 - ε) (ψτoO&i) + ^0(̂ 2) - 2ε) < f(x, + x2) < ψo(xί

and this holds for all ε > 0 so that ^0(^i) + ΨoM < 0̂(̂ 1 + a?2)
that i/r0 is a weight.

As ^ is G-invariant, so is ψo If f^^l then / < 9 so that
n/r0 < φ. From the definition we have also that ^ 0 is the upper en-
velope of G-invariant continuous positive linear functionals. Finally
suppose that ψx is another G-invariant weight majorized by φ with this
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property. So for any x e A+ such that ψ^x) < oo there is a G-
invariant continuous positive linear functional / < ψλ such that

φάx) - f{x) < 1 .

But ψι < ψ implies / e ^ and f(x) < ψo(x) so that ψx(x) < ψQ(x) + 1
for all xe 2ft̂ χ and therefore ψι{x) < ψo(%) A similar argument holds
for the case ψi(x) = oo. So the proof is complete.

COROLLARY 2.9. For any weight φ on a C*-algebra A such that
2ft is dense in A there exists a largest weight ψ majorized by φ and
lower semi-continuous on A+. This weight majorizes every functional
in JK

The corollary follows by taking for G the group consisting only
of the identity automorphism. It is an extension of Propsition 1,10
of [1]. We next will show an analogous result for a σ-weakly lower
semi-continuous weight on a von Neumann algebra. It is almost a
consequence of Theorem 2.8.

THEOREM. 2.10. Let A be a von Neumann algebra, G a group
of *-automorphisms of A and φ a G-invarίant σ-weakly lower semi-
continuous weight on A+ such that 2ft is σ-weakly dense in A.
There exists a largest G-invariant weight ψ0 majorized by φ such that
ψ0 is the upper envelope of normal G-invariant positive linear func-
tionals on A.

Proof. Define the function ψ0 on A+ by

ψo(x) = sup {/(>),/G,J% and / is normal} .

To prove that τ/r0 is a weight we can use the same argument as in
Theorem 2.8. By ([10], Prop. 13.10) π is normal and all elements
/ e ^ 7 constructed in Lemma 2.6 are of the form ωa o π and hence
are normal. Further in this case we must use the tf-weakly density
of 3ft in A and the normality of /< and / to get

(1 - e)fi(xί) < f(Xi) .

Apart from these two remarks the proof carries over completely.

REMARKS 2.11. Theorem 2.10 reduces partly to Proposition 13.11
of [10] if G consists only of the identity automorphism. The proofs
are then almost the same.

Let φ and ψQ be as in Theorem 2.8. Define the function ψ1 on
A+ by f^x) = φ(x) - ψo(x) if x e 2ft+ and ψx{x) = °° for x $ 2ft+. Clearly
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ψί is again a G-invariant weight with 9ft^ = 3ft and ψι < φ. If /
is any G-invariant continuous positive linear functional majorized by
ψ1 then / e ^ and / < ψ v So for all xeWl+, f(x) < fo(x) and
f(x) < ^(a?) so that 2f(x) < 9>(α?) and 2/ < <?. Similarly nf <, φ for
all positive integers n so that f(x) = 0 for a? e 2ft+ and by continuity
that / - 0. _

We conclude that a G-invariant weight φ such that 2ft = A can
be decomposed into two G-invariant weights ψ0 and ψι such that

( i ) φ(x) = ̂ 0(aj) + ̂ (α;) for a;64+

(ii) ψ0 is the upper envelope of G-invariant continuous positive
linear functionals.

(iii) ψι majorizes no G-invariant continuous positive linear func-
tional.

This result enables us to devide the theory of G-invariant weights
into two parts. In the first case we may assume that the weight
majorizes no G-invariant continuous positive linear functional, in the
second case we may assume that the weight is the upper envelope
of such functionals. It is clear that the last case will be treatable
by the use of known results for G-invariant states.

In the next section we will construct a unique normal G-invariant
projection map ψ of the ultra-weak closure 7%Γ of <3έΓ onto the ultra-
weak closure J%1 of 3Zl We follow closely the arguments of ([6]
Theorem 1). We will have that φ is also a projection map of J3Γ*
onto 3ίfl and of <5ii*3$r onto 3ίΓ*5ί^^ Therefore it will be possible
to define a unique G-invariant projection map φr of ^ onto ^l that
is w*-continuous on bounded sets. The map φ will be used to prove
more results on ψ0 in § 4.

3* A G-invariant projection map of J^~ onto

NOTATIONS 3.1. Let φ be a G-invariant weight on A. We will
denote by Eo the projection onto the fixed points in £ίf. So we have
UgE0 = Eo for all g e G and therefore also Eo Ug — EQ. Moreover
there exists a net of convex combinations, which we denote by

converging strongly to Eo, ([9] sect. 144), (λ* are functions on G
with values in [0,1] such that X*(g) = 0 except on a finite set and
Σigeβ^ig) = 1). By E1 we will denote the projection [π(A)Eoβ^];
clearly E1eπ(Ay and E, is G-invariant because π(A) and Eo 3^ are
so.
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let φ be a G-invariant weight on A. There
exists a unique normal G-invariant positive projection map φ of
onto J??~o, the ultra-weak closures of 5ίΓ and J%1. We have

Φ(S)E0 = EQSE0 for any

In particular φ{3Γ) = ST0 and

Proof. We first define φ on <5Γ, then we prove strong continuity
of φ on bounded sets and extend it to 7%\ Let S e 3ίΓ, by Lemma
2.3 there is a vector a such that SΛx — π(x)a for all xe^l. Let
{ΣjG^i(9)Ug}iei be a net of convex combinations converging strongly
to Eo. For all xe 9Ϊ and all ie I we have

geG / geG

= Σ

geG

geG= π(x) ( Σ λ'(flr) Ug) a .
^ geG /

Because the net [ΣiXi(g)UgSUi'1}ieI is bounded, it then converges
strongly to an operator φ(S) e π(A)' such that φ(S)Λx = π(x)EQa. So
\\Φ(S)Λx\\ ̂  11 a; I [ \\Eoa\\ and φ(S) e <5tT. As Eoa is G-invariant it fol-
lows by a similar calculation that φ(S) is G-invariant. Clearly φ is
linear and positive. If SeSΓ0 then UgSU'1 = S for all geG so
that φ(S) = S and φ is a positive projection map of S%Γ onto 3fΓ*.
Now let geG then SΛx = π(x)a implies UgSU^Λx = π(x)Uga and

φ{UgSU-ι)Ax = π(x)E0Uga = π(x)Eoa

so that φ(UgSU~1) = φ(S) and φ is G-invariant. We also have that

Φ(S)EO = str. lim Σ
iel geG

= str. lim Σ

= E0SE0

Using this last relation we prove that φ is strongly continuous
on bounded sets. Take So e SΓ09 by Lemma 2.4 there is a G-invariant
vector aQ e Sίf such that S0Λx = π(x)a0. Let So = U\S0\ be the polar
decomposition of So. Then | So \ Λx — U*S0Λx = π(x)U*a0 and as So

is G-invariant, we have also that Ϊ7* and U*a0 are G-invariant. It
follows that E, \ So | = | So \ and so S0E1 = So. Now let 7 e Jg^ then

= Φ(S)E1Ύ and for any ε > 0 there is a vector
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Σ Tfti e

such that \\Eft - Σ*=i Tfίi II < ε where Γ{ e π(A) and 7f e #

= \\φ{β)E{i\\ < Φ(S)(E17 - Σ Γ4

^ So

Σ

< e + ΣΣ
*=1

= Φ(S)E0Ύi = E0SE0Ύi = -EΌS7, and thereforeBut

Therefore if S e J^Γ satisfies the conditions:

then | |^(S)7|| < 2e. Thus ^ is strongly continuous on bounded parts.
So by continuity we can extend φ to the ultra-weak closure 5ίΓ of
j % ^ The extension is still denoted by φ. Clearly φ will be a G-
invariant projection map of 3Z~ onto T ^ and still satisfy φ{S)E0 =
E0SE0. We show that the extension is also positive. Therefore let
Se 3JΓ and 0 < S < 1; if F is the largest projection in J2Γ we have
S = SF= FSF. So Se Fπ{A)fF - ;3P*^F: By ([3] Lemma 2.2)
3$Γ*J3Γ is ultra-weakly dense in 3ίΓ*3ίΓ and by the Kaplansky
density theorem we have that the unit ball of the hermitian .part of

is strongly dense in the unit ball of the hermitian part of
So S is strongly adherent to

{T\ TeJΓ*JΓ,T= T\ \\T\\ < 1}.

We then have that S2 is strongly adherent to

{T2 \ Te T = T*, \\ T \\ < 1}

and by the work of Kaplansky [7] that S — (AS2)1/2 is strongly ad-
herent to {| TI I Te 3r*3T, T = T*, II ΓII < 1}. As J T is a left ideal
Te3ίΓ*3Z~ implies Γ G J ^ T and \T\eSΓ so that S is strongly ad-
herent to {T I Te 3tΓ, 0 < T < 1}. We may conclude that φ is positive
and so that φ is a normal G-invariant positive projection map of
onto J ^ . The normality follows from ([5], Appendix II)

If φx is another normal G-invariant projection map of J%Γ onto
then for any S
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geG

and by continuity Φi(φ(S)) = Φi(S) = 0(S). So φ and & coincide on

S%~ and therefore also on J%Γ.

To complete the proof we must show that φ(Sέ^^St^\
Take SeST such that ||SMαj|| < | |α; | | then

X Xi(g)UgS*SU~ίAx,Ax) = Σ ^(^) II SU~ιAx ||2
fir e G J geG

geG

So that (φ(S*S)Ax, Ax)*ζ\\ x j | 2 and ̂ (S*S)1 / 2 G SΓ0 and 0(S*S) G
As <3r*5ir is spanned by its positive elements and those elements
are of the form S*S with SeSΓ ([2] Lemma 4.11) we get

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 3.3. Lei ί7 α^d Fo he the largest projections in
respectively 3ίΓ and J%Γ^ the ultra-weak closures of 3ίΓ and
then φ(F) = Fo.

Proof. As F0G ̂ " we have Fo ^ F and F o - Φ(F0) < ^(ί 7 ). As

^ and 0 < ^(F) < 1 we have 0(F) < F o so that φ(F) = F o .

PROPOSITION 3.4. Lei φ be a G-invariant weight on A. Then
there exists a G-invariant projection map φ' of ^ into ^l satisfying
Φ'(Λ + Λ ) = Φ'ifd + Φ'{f*) and φ'{Xf) = Xφ'(f) for all f, fu f2zjT
and positive real numbers λ. If moreover Ίfl is norm dense in A,
then φr is onto J?~Q, w*-continuous on bounded sets and unique.

Proof. First we define φ'(f) for / G J ^ Given f e ^ there is a
unique Se^T such that O < S < 1 and f(x*x) = (S*SAx, Ax) by
Lemma 2.6. Then φ(S*S) e 5T^^ by Proposition 3.2 and

Φ(S*SY'2 e SΓo by ([2] Lemma 4.11) .

By Lemma 2.4 there is a unique invariant vector a e πi$l*)3ί? such
that φ(S*S)ίl2Ax = π(x)a for all xeW. Define φ'{f) by

Φ'{f){z) =

Clearly φ' maps J^ into
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Let /i, /2 G ̂  such that fx = λ/2 for a real number λ > 0. It is
clear that the corresponding Slf S2 e j%" satisfy Si = λ1/2S2 and that
at = λ1/2α2 for the corresponding vectors. Then 0'(/Ί) = Xφ'{f2). Fur-
ther suppose /i,/2,/e &~ such that / =/i + /2. We then have

for the corresponding elements in J%Γ. By linearity of φ we get

As in the proof of ([5] Th. 1 p. 85) we can find operators

Ulf U2 e τr(A)'

such that

^(S,*^)1/2 - Urf(S*S)1'2 for i = 1, 2

and

y12 = φ(s*sy12.

Let α lf α2, α be the vectors in πϋ$l*)£ίf corresponding to
Φ(S2*S2)

112 and ^(S*S)1/2. Then

= π(x)

So that cίi = UiOi by unicity and invariance of π(?i*)Jg^ A similar
argument shows that a = (U^UΊ + U2*U2)ct. We apply all this to
find the following

= (τr(̂ )α, 17* ΪΛα) + (τr(^)α, U2* U2a)

= (π(z)a, a) = φ'(f)(z)

for all zeA, showing $/(/i +Λ) = ^(/i) +
We next show that it is a projection map. Let / be in the

image of φf. Then there exists a Se J ^ and a G-invariant vector
^ F such that f(x*x) = (S*S/ίx, Λα), S/ία; == π(α;)α for xe^ίl

and /(«) = (ττ(^Kα) for zeA. Then ^(S*S) - S*S and
(π(z)a, a) for ^ G 4 . The G-in variance of φ' follows straight forward
from the G-invariance of φ. So we proved the first part.

Assume now that 2K is norm dense in A. If / G ^ % there exists

a SeJ%^ and an invariant vector aeπ($l*)<%? such that f(x*x) =
(S*SΛx,Λx) and SΛx = π(x)a for xe3l. Then φ(S*S) = S*S and
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φ'(f)(z) = (π(z)a, a) for zeA. But also f(x*x) = (π(x*x)a, a) for x e 31
and it follows by the density of Wl in A that

/(*) - (π(z)a, a) = φ\f){z)

for all ze A. So ^' is a projection map onto ^ . To complete the
proof it remains to show that φ' is ω*-continuous on bounded sets
for then a similar argument as in Proposition 3.2 provides the uni-
queness.

Let fi be a sequence in ^ converging to / in the w*-topology
and such that \\fi\\ < 1. We must show that Φ'(fi)(z) converges to
ψ'{f)(z) for and z e A. Denote by Si9 S the corresponding elements
in ,β?~ and by ai9 a the vectors in ^f corresponding to φ(S^Si)112 and
Φ(S*S)112. Take first z = x*x with xe$l. From the relations

/<(&*&) = (SfSiΛx, Λx) ,

the corresponding once for / and the normality of φ we get that
lim Φ'(fi)(x*x) = Φ*(f )(%*%)• As Wl is linearly spanned by elements
x*x with ίϋG9ΐ we have that lim Φ'(fi)(z) = Φ'(f)(z) for all ze3W.
Then by the fact that ||0'(/4) || < | |/ 4 | | < 1 and the density of m
this relation holds for all ze A.

So the proof is complete.

4* More properties of the upper envelope of J^>. In this
section we will get some more information about the G-invariant
weight ψ0, constructed in Theorem 2.8 and from now on called the
upper envelope of j^l We will also relate the existence of fixed
points in £έf to the existence of nontrivial elements in _^. Finally
we will consider the set of weights majorized by ψv In this section
again F and Fo will stand for the largest projections in the ultra-
weak closures j ^ " and J^tl of resp. 3ίΓ and J%1

THEOREM 4.1. Let φ be a G-invariant weight on A such that 3ft
is norm dense in A. Let Fo be the largest projection in the ultra-
weak closure 3i^ of ^Γo and ^ 0 the upper envelope of ^ . Then
ψo(x*x) = {F0Λx, Λx) for all xe^l*

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, ^ is a left ideal in the fixed point
algebra S3 of π(A)'. Then by ([2] Lemma 4.11) £T,*3ίΓ, is a facial
subalgebra of 33 and ultra-weak dense in ^ ς * ^ = F0^8F0 by ([3]
Lemma 2.2). So by ([3] Lemma 2.3) there is an increasing net {ΓJίe/
of positive elements in J>Γ0*<βΓ0 tending ultra-weakly to FQ. Again by
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([2] Lemma 4.11) there exists a S^e J^ς such that Tt = SfSi and by
Lemma 2.6 there exists a / < 6 ^ such that fi(x*x) = ||S<;te|l f o r all
α eϋJί. So (F0Ax, Ax) = s\xpieI(Si*SiΛx, Ax) = sup ί 6i/;(£*#). But
/i e ̂ ^ so by definition /< < Ί/Γ0 and (FQAx, Ax) < 0̂(a?*a?). On the
other hand if / e ^ there exists a S e 3£l such that 0 < S < 1 and
/(»*») = \\SAx\\2 by Lemma 2.6. This implies that S * S < F o and
so that f(x*x) < (F0Ax, Ax). It follows that also

ψo(x*x) — sup f(x*x) < (F0Ax, Ax) .

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 4.2. AWT/ weight φ on A, such that Wl = A, is lower
semi-continuous on 9Jί+ if and only if Sέ^ is ultra-weakly dense in
π(Aγ.

Proof. Let G be the group consisting only of the identity auto-
morphism, then ^ ^ / j ^ r r j f and F = F 0 , If 3%T= π(A)'
then F = I and φo(x*x) = (Λ#, yίa?) = ^(α;*^). It follows that ψ is
lower semi-continuous on Tt+. If on the other hand φ is lower semi-
continuous on 3K+, then by ([1], Prop. 1.7) φ \ Wl+ is weakly adherent
to ^ so that

(Ax, Ax) = φ(x*x) - ψo

So that FQ = F = I and ̂ = π(A)'.

COROLLARY 4.3. Lei φ be a G-ίnvariant weight on A, assume
SK norm dense in A and φ lower semi-continuous on 9K+. Then
F^ — \π(A)E^^f\. Moreover φ majorizes no nonzero G-invariant con-
tinuous positive linear functional iff έ%f has no fixed points.

Proof. From the proof of Proposition 3.2 we know that for any
SeJ%ϊ we have S0Eλ = So where E, = [π(A)E0<%^]. By continuity
we get Fo < Eλ. From Corollary 4.2. we have F — I. So again from
Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 we have

F0E0 = ό(I)E0 = E0IE0 = Eo .

As Fo e π(A)' we get F0TE0 = TE0 for all Te π(A) so that also Fo > Ex.
The last statement then follows from the relations ψQ(x*x) = (F0Ax,Ax)
and Fo -

Remark that the existence of nonzero elements in j ^ implies
trivially the existence of fixed points. The converse however is not
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so clear.

COROLLARY 4.4. Let φ be a G-invariant weight on A such that
3ft = A. Then there is an increasing net {fi}iei in <j^l such that
ψo(x) = sup fi(z) for all ze A+ such that ψo(z) < °o.

Proof. From the proof of the theorem there is an increasing
net {/i}ie/ in ^ such that

(F0Λx, Λx) = φo(x*x) = sup fi(x*x) for all xe^fl .
iel

In applying this result to the weight f0 we get

φo(z) = swp fi(z) for all zeSftl i.e. ,
iel

for ze A+ such that ψo(z) < co.

Applying Corollary 4.4 with trivial G to any lower semi-continuous
weight on A such that $Jl = A we get the existence of an increasing
net {fi}ieI S &~ such that φ(z) = supi6//<(«) for all 2e2ft+.

COROLLARY 4.5. Let φ be G-invariant weight on A such that
= A. Assume there is a family {/Jίe/ in ^" such that

= Σ A(x) for x e 3ft+ .
i l

Then there is a family {/iθ}ίe7 in ^ such that ψo{%) =
for all x e 9ft+.

Proof. By Lemma 2.6 we get operators Tt e 3ίT*3ίΓ such that

φ(x*x) = Σ (Γ^a?, yίx) = (̂ (α?, yla?) for xe$l .

So that / = Σiej ϊ7*- As 9? is lower semi-continuous we have F — I
by Corollary 4.2 and $>(/) = ̂ o by Corollary 3.3.

So by the normality of φ we get

and so

= Σ Φ'(fi) (<B*X) for α>e9ϊ

by the use of Proposition 3.4. As '̂(/<) e ̂ ^ . we proved the corol-
lary.
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REMARK 4.6. In Theorem 4.1, as well as in the Corollaries 4.4
and 4.5 we find that two lower semi-continuous weights coincide on
Wl+. It is not yet known if this implies that they will coincide on
all of A([l], p. 74). However if we assume the existence of a two
sided ideal % contained in ϋft and dense in A then this weights will
coincide everywhere. Indeed there exists an approximate identity
{uλ} in 31*% for A. So for any z e A+, {zll2uλz

112} is a net in SK+

tending to z from below, (see also [8], Cor. 3.2)

PROPOSITION 4.7. Let φ be a G-invariant weight on A such that
2W is norm dense in A. For any G-invariant Teπ(A)' such that
0 < T < Fo there is a G-invariant weight ψ such that ψ < ψ0 and
ψ(x*x) = (TAx, Ax) for all xe^l. For any G-invariant weihgt ψ
such that ψ < ψ0 and ψ is lower semi-continuous on Wl^, ψ | 2K+ is
the upper envelope of a family of G-invariant continuous positive
linear functionals. For any weight ψ on A such that ΊJΓ < φ and
ψ I 3K+ is the upper envelope of G-invariant continuous positive linear

functionals there exists an operator Te π(A)' such that T is invariant,
0 < T < FQ and ψ(x*x) = (TAx, Ax) for xe%l.

Proof. First let Teπ(A)' such that 0 < T < F 0 . Define the
function ψ on A+ by

f{x) = (TAx112, Ax112) for x e 9K-

= co for x G A+, x $ SK" .

Clearly ψ(Xx) = Xψ(x) for all real λ > 0 and

ψ(x) < || F0Ax1'21| < || Ax1'2 \\ = φ(x) for x e Wl+ .

We prove that ψ(x + y) = ψ(x) + ψ(y) for all x, ye A+. It is clearly
sufficient to show it for x, ye 3K+. As FQ < F we have T < F and

Te Fπ'(A)F = 5r*3r = J ^ * ^ 7 by ([3] Lemma 2.2) .

So T is weakly adherent to elements of the form

Σ S ^ Γ i with Si, T{e3T .

But ψ(x) = (TAx112, Ax1'2) and if ai9 βι are the vectors in έ%f corre-
sponding to Si and T* (Lemma 2.3) we also have that

So given x,ye 3K+ we can find vectors aiy βi e £έf such that
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f(z) - Σ (π(z)/3t, < 1

for z equal to x, y or x + #. So we get | ̂ (a? + y) - ψ(x) - f{y) \ < 3
and by homogenuity that ψ(x + y) = ψ(α?) + ^(2/). If moreover ϊ7 is
G-invariant then ψ is clearly G-invariant. So we proved the first
part of the proposition.

Let ψ be a G-invariant weight, majorized by φ and lower semi-
continuous on 9K+, then by ([1] Prop. 1.7) ψ \ Wl+ is weakly adherent
to the family of positive continuous linear functionals majorized by
ψ. So by ([1] Lemma 2.6) T is weakly adherent to the family

where T is the operator in π(A)' such that ψ(x*x) = (TΛx, Λx) for
xe3l ([1] Lemma 2.3). So we may apply φ and use its normality to
get that φ{T) is weakly adherent to

{Φ(S) I se j r * ^ r , 0 < s < T).
But as f is G-invariant, so is T and ^(Γ) = T. Also
3ίΓ*3£l so that T is weakly adherent to

{So \ s0 e j^ς*j^ς, 0 < s0 < T}.

Again by ([1] Lemma 2.6) we have that ψQ | 2K+ is weakly adherent
to the family of G-invariant continuous positive linear functionals
majorized by φ0.

To prove the third part, let ψ be a weight such that ψ < φ and
ψ I 2K+ is the upper envelope of G-invariant continuous positive linear
functionals. By ([1] Lemma 2.3) there is a Teπ(A)' such that
O < T < 1 and φ(x*x) = (TΛx, Λx) for xe%l. Then again by ([1]
Lemma 2.6) T is weakly adherent to the family

{ ^ r Q \ o < s < T] .

So Te 3r,*3?l = 7%rf3r, by ([3] Lemma 2.2). It follows that

T = F0TFQ < Fo .

COROLLARY 4.8. Let φ be any weight on A such that 3K = A.
Given Te π(A)' such that 0 < T < F there exists a weight ψ < ψ such
that φ(x*x) = {TΛx, Λx) for all xe%l.

Proof. Apply the fiirst part of Proposition 4.7 to the case where
G is trivial.
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REMARKS 4.9. Corollary 4.8 is in a sense the inverse of ([1]
Lemma 2.3). On the other hand Lemma 2.6 shows a similar relation
for the set {S \ Se 3Γ*3Γ, 0 < S < 1} and the set of continuous
positive linear functionals majorized by φ. One may ask if for all
Teπ(A)' such that 0 < T < 1 there exists a weight ψ such that
α/r < φ and ψ(x*x) = {TΛx, Λx) for all xe%l. It can be shown to be
true if A is a von Neumann algebra. Indeed the only trouble is to
show that the function ψ defined on A+ by ψ(x) = (TΛx112, Ax1'2) if
x e SK+ and φ(x) = oo if xe A+ but xgWl+ satisfies

ψ(χ + y) = ^(a;) + ^ ( ^ .

If now A is a von Neumann algebra we can again find operators u
and ve A such that

( i ) x1'2 = u(x + y)112, y1'2 = v(x + y)1'2

(ii) (u*u + v*^)(α; + y)ι}2 = (x + τ/)1/2, see proof of ([5] Th. 1 p. 85).
So that

ir{x) + f (i/) = (TΛxιi2, Λχιη + (TΛy1'2, Λy1'2)

- (TΛ(x + y)112, π(u*u)Λ(x + y)1'2)

+ (2M(a? + vϊ12, π(v*v)Λ(x

- (TΛ(x + i/)1/2, ̂ (a? + y)112) = ψ(x + y)

for x,ye 3K+.

5. EXAMPLES.

5.1. Let G be a compact group acting as *-automorphisms on a
von Neumann algebra A. Assume that the function g —> g(x) is
strongly continuous for all x e A. Let φ be a G-invariant ultra-weakly
lower semi-continuous weight on A such that 2K is ultra-weakly dense
in A. We will show that φ \ M is weakly adherent to the set of (?-
invariant normal functionals majorized by φ. Consider T e ^ ~ * . ^ ,
there exist S^T^ST such that Γ = Σ ϊ ^ S i * ^ . By Lemma 2.3
there exists vectors α̂ , β{ e ^f such that S{Ax = ττ(α;)α4 and Γ^α; =
π(x)βi for all α; e 3i. For all g e G and x, y e 31 we have

(U-'TU.Λx, Λy) = ± (π(g(y*x))βi9 a,) .

By the normality of π ([10] Prop. 13.10) we have that the function
g—> U^TUg is weakly continuous.

So we can define for all TeST*ST an operator φ,(T) by

,(T) = \ UrιTUgdg
JG
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where dg is the normalized Haar measure on G.
It is clear that φι is a linear positive G-invariant map into the

fixed points of π{A)\ Consider now also the projection map φ of
Proposition 3.2. As ψ is ultra-weakly lower semi-continuous, 3ίΓ*<5ΐ~
is dense in π(A)r (Corollary 4.2) and φ is defined on π(A)'. By
normality and G-invariance of φ we get

Φ(φι(T)) = \ φ(UiιTUg)dg = φ(T) .
G

On the other hand Φ{Φι{T)) = φJT) because φ is a projection map
onto the fixed points of π(A)'. Therefore φγ = φ \ 3ίΓ*3ίΓ. Let Sa

be an increasing net of positive elements in J%**J%Γ tending to I.
Clearly by the definition of φ, we will have that φ^Sa) —> /. On the
other hand φί(Sa) = φ(Sa) and φ is normal so that Φ(Sa) —>Φ(I). By
Corollary 4.2 we have F = I and by Corollary 3.2 that φ(F) = Fo.
It follows at once that Fo = I and by Theorem 4.1 we get that
φ I 2K = ψ01 3W where ψQ is the upper envelope of normal G-invariant
continuous linear functionals.

5.2. In our first example we found that the weight φ was the up-
per envelope of invariant normal functionals. It is not hard to find
an example for the other extreme. Let A be a semi-finite von
Neumann algebra with no finite portion, i.e., with no finite nonzero
central projection. Let φ be a faithful normal semi-finite trace on
A. If G is the group of all inner automorphisms, then φ is a G-
invariant σ-weakly lower semi-continuous weight on A and Wl is σ-
weakly dense.

Since A is properly infinite there are no finite normal traces on
A. The weight r̂0 constructed in Theorem 2.10 is the upper envelope
of normal finite traces majorized by φ, hence ψ0 — 0.
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